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Power wheels dune racer extreme in green

Top Important Reviews All Important Reviews › nbiron3.0 of the 5 starsMajor Manufacturing Issue.. With all of the major toy stores reviewed in the United States on March 28, 2019 now gone, we decided to look online for a power wheel for our son. Amazon sells a lot and a lot of generic no-name brands
with Power Wheels. We looked at generic and there were a lot of complaints about quality, so we decided to go with Power Wheels being a name brand. And, we were wrong, the packaging was great, but once we started the assembly, we came across a big game-stopping issue. One of the axles was
not drilled out.. । It's not a wrong hole issue, the point was never drilled out. We contacted the seller and they wanted us to reach the power wheels and not want to deal with the issue ourselves. The challenge with buying it online, as Toys R would never have told us is that we call Power Wheels for
something we just bought. I know from watching many of the instruction videos, they've changed the process of how tire axles are safe and not sure if that's what's headed to this mistake, but it's not an easy fix without a drill press. Once gathered, we were happy with it.... However, you do not mean to fix
it, be careful ... Go to the Help section Or contact us Get product support information instructions or order replacement parts Get product support information instructions or order replacement parts ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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